The Rough Guide to Slovenia (Rough Guides Travel Guides)

The brand-new Rough Guide to Slovenia is the definitive handbook to one of Europes
smallest, yet most beguiling nations. The northernmost republic of the former Yugoslavia,
straddles central Europe and the Balkans, and is said to be the greenest country on the
continent. Theres a wealth of things to see and do. The guide covers the country in all the
detail it deserves, with as much attention to the capital Ljubljanas youthful culture and
Baroque and Hapsburg architecture as to the stunning cave network at Postojna, the wilds of
the Julian Alps and the charms of the Istrian coastline. There are maps and plans throughout
and a full-colour introductory section listing the authors favourite things not to miss. The
contexts section includes informed background on Slovenian history, folklore, music and
wildlife.
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Discover more about Slovenia with our online guide. Book hostels for your trip, and dont
forget to purchase travel insurance before you go.Read The Rough Guide to Slovenia (Rough
Guides) book reviews & author details Slovenia: Travel Maps International Adventure Map
(National Geographic The brand new The Rough Guide to Slovenia is the ultimate travel guide
to one of Europes smallest but most enchanting countries. Discover Slovenias myriad Buy The
Rough Guide to Slovenia - Edition 2 2 by Darren (Norm) Longley, Rough Guides (ISBN:
Lonely Planet Slovenia (Travel Guide) Paperback.Book through Rough Guides trusted travel
partners The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget Bee tourism in Slovenia: the travel trend
with plenty of buzz.Within easy reach of Ljubljana are the stunning mountain lakes of Bled
and Bohinj. The magnificent Soca Valley, on the western side of the Julian Alps, is much.The
Rough Guide to Slovenia (Rough Guides) Paperback. Rough Guides · 5.0 out of 5 stars 1 ·
$16.31 Prime. Lonely Planet Slovenia (Travel Guide) Paperback.Your comprehensive guide to
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Youve probably never heard of apitourism, or even considered “bee tourism” to be a thing.
But it is Shop. Beautiful books and ebooks. Share. Share · Tweet · Pin · Email . The Rough
Guide to Europe on a Budget Get a travel insurance quote now, with.Deciding the best time to
visit Slovenia depends on where you plan to spend your stay. Start planning your trip with our
complete guide.The Rough Guide to Slovenia is the ultimate travel companion to one of .. We
like to travel off the beaten path, and the Rough Guides certainly provide a good Bee tourism
in Slovenia: the travel trend with plenty of buzz. Youve probably never heard of apitourism, or
even considered “bee tourism” to be a thing. But it is The vibrant Slovene capital Ljubljana
gracefully fans out from its castle-topped hill, the old centre marooned in the shapeless
modernity that stretches out.Features, discussions, travel inspiration, travel articles, news and
more from Rough Guides – all you A Rough Guide to: visiting Australias Great Barrier Reef.
- 2 minTravel in Europe doesnt have to be expensive. check out the new edition of The
Rough Book through Rough Guides trusted travel partners Your comprehensive guide to
Slovenia. Bee tourism in Slovenia: the travel trend with plenty of buzz.Use Rough Guides
maps to explore all the regions of Slovenia. Book through Rough Guides trusted travel
partners The Rough Guide to Slovenia.
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